Delta Children LX Side by Side Stroller, Night Sky
Introduction
Your little angel can be easily carried in this beautiful Delta Children LX Side by Side Stroller of Night
Sky. The Stroller is cute and comes in blue color. It can carry twin kids in the most luxurious manner.
The Stroller is blue in color and works wonder for all those people who have just welcomed their
first baby in their life.

Features
Some amazing features which this stroller offers are as follow: The Stroller perfectly captures the beauty of the night sky and gives the children the beauty
of a ride under the moon and the sky full of stars.
 The Stroller is recommended for children weighing up to 35 pounds.
 The stroller has got a large European style canopy to increase the comfort level of the kids.
 The stroller comes with two storage bags and a bonus parent cup holder with two
attachment points.
 The stroller is comfortable to use and comes handy.
 The stroller is navy blue in shade complementing the shady sapphire atmosphere in the
nighttime.
 There is also the presence of five point safety harness.
 There is the presence of 360 degree swivel front wheels with shock absorbing techniques.
 The frame is very much light weight so it is easy to carry anywhere you feel like.
 The stroller has a compact umbrella fold with the presence of the comfort of storing it
anywhere you feel like as well as storing it as required.
 The stroller fits in the door with the standard mark of 30 inches.
 The weight of the stroller is 18.3 pounds and it is easy to carry on your back.
 The Stroller is 31.2 inches wide, 29.6 inches deep and 37.3 inches in height.

Advantages / Benefits
The stroller offers the following advantages:1. The brand name is the biggest factor as Delta is one of the most well known companies
which always believe in serving the best.
2. It is a product which gives both the parents and the kids a nice occasion to take a leisurely
walk in the hours of darkness. Every kid gets irritated staying at home; so, a little stroll under
the night sky is definitely a good go for the tired parents. It definitely cheers the mood of the
kids.
3. The strollers are easy to navigate as the frames are lightweight and portable yet flexible.
These light weighted frames are helpful for the kids to carry and and also offers proper
safety.
4. Delta has definitely made to the top with its presence of multi-position reclining seat
system. This seat system is very helpful for all those people who have fairly mischievous kids.
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The multi-positioning help them to keep their child much relaxed and carry them off in
winding roads.
The stroller is very beautiful and attractive. The kids can be best strolled into the parks or
footpaths or in the lanes after sundown. It also comes with a parent cup holder which is a
bonus ride for the parents.
The presence of 360 degree shock absorbing front wheels is definitely welcoming for all
those kids who are enjoying a blissful ride in parks filled with bumps and winding roads or
rocky lane.
The customers are satisfied by looking at the brand name as they understand that their
strollers are JPMA certified as well as it meet all the ASTM standards. The stroller comes fully
equipped and has earned numerous rounds of applause for it’s till date performance.
The stroller is filled with two hanging storage bags which are very helpful for the parents
who would like to carry loads of baby materials with them.
The product is completely assembled in the best format possible. This keeps dismantling of
the stroller at bay.

Bottom Line
Delta Children LX Side by Side Stroller of the Night Sky is very comfortable for the people who want
to have large and healthy growing family. But, there are two big disadvantages of this product: The kids heavier than 35 pounds cannot enjoy their blissful ride in it. So, parents with kids
heavier than 35 pounds should avoid buying this stroller.
 The product is for strolling in the night sky and not in the sun. The stroller is not good with
sun shades so, in heavy sunlight the kids might feel hot and exhausted.
These two disadvantages cannot reduce the popularity of this product as the stroller has already got
loads of positive reviews in the market as well as loads of buyers with their increasing family. The
origin of the product is in China. The material composition is absolutely for the infants and the
toddlers. The kids of more than 5 or 6 years are not preferable for these strollers. There is no battery
requirement for these products.
The product feature comes with a canopy. The stroller is completely forward facing along with
reclining seats for the children to enjoy their ride in the most relaxed mood. This stroller is neither
costly nor heavy or bulky. This stroller is a wholesome buy with giving great value to the time and
money. This is one concrete product which is much better than any other well known double storage
stroller. The customers are highly satisfied and the product is available in various online platforms
with the reasonable pricing.
The small size of the product has earned the most popularity as it is really good while passing
through doors. The puerile and petite statures of the strollers are the ones which are best for small
babies. The double stroller is best for two kids as the parents can go for sidewalks with both their
infants and enjoy their ride over the evening times. The online platforms provide the exact stroller as
ordered; so the price value of the product is well earned by the customer. The stroller can move
forward as well as backwards. Overall, the product is always recommended.

